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On complete systems of automata 
By F. GÉCSEG in Szeged 
It was shown in [6] that there exists no finite complete system of finite automata 
with respect to /{-product; In this paper we show that there exists no system of 
finite automata which is minimal and isomorphically complete with respect to 
quasidirect product. Analogous statements are valid with respect to quasi-super-
position and /^-product. 
In order to investigate these questions we need some notions and notations 
(see also [1] - [4]). 
A system of Mealy automata1) is said to be isomorphically complete with 
respect to /?-product (quasi-direct product, quasi-superposition) if for every auto-
maton A an J?-product (quasi-direct product, quasi-superposition) B of. automata 
from 21 can be found such that A is ^-isomorphic to some y4-subautomaton of B. 
Let A = \(X, A, Y, <5, X) be an arbitrary automaton. A partition n of A into 
disjoint subsets is called a congruent partition of A if for every a,b£A and x£X 
a = b(n)=>ô(a, x) = <5(6, x) (rc) 
holds (see [5]). 
An arbitrary automaton A = A(X, A, Y, <5, / ) is said to be an x-prime automaton 
( x £ X ) if for some a£A the number of states of the automata A and A(o'x) (see [7]) 
is the same prime number p and there exists a permutation 
such that 
{#(.-+1)' if . i" < p' . if i'=p' = <«i'--'«p»-
It follows from the proof of Lemma and Theorem of [7] that if the automaton 
A^AiA', A, Y, S, A) is x-prime for some x£X, then A has only trivial partitions. 
') By "automaton" we always mean a finite automaton. 
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We require the following lemmas: 
L e m m a 1. If1l = (Al, A 2 , . . . ) is a system of automata which is isomorphically 
complete with respect to quasi-direct product and. if for some i, j (i ̂  j) the automaton 
A* can be isomorphically embedded into A * , 2 ) then the system 31' = 5 l \ (A ( ) is also 
isomorphically complete with respect to quasi-direct product. 
The statements of Lemma 1 are trivial. 
L e m m a 2. If an x-prime automaton A with reduced inputs 3) can be A-iso-
morphically embedded into some quasi-direct product 
k 
N AT[X, V, cp, <P] 
i=l 
of automata A,. = A ; (Xt, Ai, Yi, Si, />.,) (/== 1, then for some i (1 ^isk) 
the automaton A* can be (X, A)-isomorphically embedded into A*. 
Proof . Suppose the condition of Lemma 2 is true. Then, 
a=(a,, ..., ak) (a^Ar, i = l, ..., k) 
holds for arbitrary a£A. The following partitions 7rf ( i '=l, ...,&) are congruent: 
a( = (a{, ...,ak)) = {(a\, ...,a'k) = )a'(ni)oai= a[, 
because by virtue of the definition of quasi-direct product we have 
( p ( a , x ) = ( ( p i ( x ) , . . . , <Pi(x), . . . , ( p k ( x ) ) 
for arbitrary x£X. 
Since A is an x-prime automaton, it has only trivial partitions. From this it 
follows that there exists an i (l^i^k) such that for arbitrary a,a'€.A 
(0 a{ = (fli, ...,ak)) ^ ((a'u ...,al, ...,a'k) = )a'=^al7
idi. 
Consider the maps gl:X—Xi and q2:A defined by 
e i ( x ) = ( p j ( x ) a n d Q2(a) = a i , 
where a = (al, ..., ah ..., ak). 
It is clear that, by virtue of (1), the map Q2 is one-to-one. We show that 
and g2 are homomorphisms. 
2) A* is the Medvedev automaton obtained from A in a natural way (see []]). 
3) An automaton with reduced input is defined to be an automaton such that different inputs 
will induce different maps of the set of states. 
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Take a = (a2, ..., ah ..., ak), that is, g2(a)=cii and gt(x) = <p,(x) =xi. Then 
g2(d(a, x)) = g2(dt (a1, x,),..., <5,-(a,-, x,;),..., Sk(ak, xk)) = 
- »<PiW). ••• > ¿¡(e2(a), Qt(x)),..., Sk(ak> (pk(x))) = 5,(02(a), ^(x)) . 
The map gx is one-to-one since A is an automaton with reduced input. This 
proves that the pair (gt,g2) is an (X, ^-isomorphism of A* into A*. This 
completes the proof of Lemma 2. 
Using Lemma 1 and 2, we can prove: 
T h e o r e m 1. There is no system of automata which is minimal and isomorphi-
cally complete with respect to quasi-direct product. 
Pro o f. Let 91 = (A, = A,(Jf,, A,, Y,, <5,, A,)| i = 1, 2, ...) be an arbitrary system 
of automata, which is isomorphically complete with respect to quasi-direct product. 
We have to show that for arbitrary A, the system 2f = 2l\(A,) is also isomorphically 
complete with respect to quasi-direct product. This already gives the proof of 
Theorem 1. 
Let A = A(X, Y, A, S, A) be an automaton with reduced inputs which is an x-prime 
automaton for some x ^ X a n d such that the automaton A* can be embedded (X, A)-
isomorphically into A*, furthermore let A > A,. Such an automaton A exists. Indeed, 
letp be a prime number such that p — Ai >Xt+,. Let us add to the set Aj=(an ,...,alk) 
the elements ai k+l, ..., aip, and to the set Xx of inputs a symbol x which is not in 
Xt. We extend the state transition function di for A — (ait, ..., aik, aik +,, ..., aip) 
and for A'=A',U(x) in the following way: 
. J f l « + i i f h ^ P , 
*'<""*> = {«„ if / , = * 
and let <5, (aih x,) (x;£Xj) be an arbitrary element of A such that A is an 
automaton with reduced input. This is possible since p — A, >-.<¥,+ ̂ . The function. 
A can be chosen arbitrarily. 
Because the system 2t is isomorphically complete with respect to quasi-direct 
product, the automaton A can be embedded A-isomorphically in a quasi-direct 
product of automata from 21. In this way, by Lemma 2, the automaton A* can be 
embedded (X, /f)-isomorphicalIy in an automaton A* (A;- 621). We have7V t because 
A>-AI. Since A* can be embedded (X,>4)-isomorphically in A*, it can be embedded 
(X, ,4)-isomorphically in A*, that is, by Lemma 1, 2f = 2l\(A,) is art isomor-
phically complete system with respect to quasi-direct product. 
We now prove that there exists no system of automata which is minimal and 
isomorphically complete with respect to quasi-superposition. In order to prove 
this statement we need the following trivial 
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L e m m a 3. lfi f = ( A , , A 2 , . . . ) is a system of automata which is isomorphically 
complete with respect to quasi-superposition and if for some i, j (i 7±j) the automaton 
Af can be isomorphically embedded into A*, then the system 2l' = 5I\( A;> is also iso-
morphically complete with respect to quasi-superposition. 
We also need the following 
L e m m a 4. If an x-prime automaton A = A(X, A, Y, 5, X) with reduced input 
can be A-isomorphically embedded into some quasi-superposition A <| Y l , ;' , ) ... 
\ of automata At = A¡(Xh Ah Y b 5t, A,) (i=l, ..., k), then for some i (1 ^iSk) 
the automaton A* can be (X, A)-isomorphically embedded into Af y' , A i >*. 
Proof . Under the condition of the lemma, we have a = (ait ...,ak) for an 
arbitrary a €A. 
It is obvious that the following partitions jt,- (i' = l, ..., k) of A are congruent: 
a( = (at, ... ,at, ...,ak)) = ((a',, ...,a'h ...,a'k) = ) a' (tt,) <=> aj = a) (J = 1, ...,/). 
Since A is an x-prime automaton so it has only, trivial partitions. From this 
it follows that there is an / (1 s i ^k) such that for arbitrary a, a' £A we have 
(2) a( = (al, ..., at, ...,ak)) ^ ((a\, ..., a'k) = )a' => a, ̂  a\. 
Let j be the minimum of the numbers i satisfying (2). If j ̂ 2 , then 
at = a\,..., aj.i — a'j^i 
hold for / = 1 , ...,j— 1 and arbitrary a, a'£A. 
We now show that A* can be (X, /4)-isomorphically embedded in to A^J-^*. 
A suitable (X, ^-isomorphism (g t , g2) is the following: 
I?I(*) = H(AJ-I> VY-IO". hO-iiai, 7I(X)))...)}, Q2(a) = a}, 
•' where am (m = 1, 2, .:., /) is the wth component of a. 
The map g, is one-to-one since A is an automaton with reduced inputs. It 
follows from (2) that g2 is a 1—1 map. Since, by the choice of j, 
Mal> VlVl- t(«f-l> ?!-l("-> VzCAOi, 00)) •••)))) = ai 
holds for each x£X and — 1), where Oj, ..., a,_,, a, are components 
of a, the pair (£>,, g2) is an (X, /^-isomorphism. 
It is clear that if j= 1 then the isomorphism (g t , g2) can be given in the form 
and g2(a)=ai, 
where a t is the first component of a. This concludes the proof of Lemma 4. 
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If we repeat the proof of Theorem 1, using Lemma 3 and 4 instead of Lemma I 
and 2, respectively, and the quasi-superposition instead of quasi-direct product, 
we get the following 
T h e o r e m 2. There exists ho system of automata which is minimal and iso-
morphically complete with respect to quasi-superposition. 
We also have the following 
T h e o r e m 3. There is no system of automata which is minimal and isomorph-
ically complete with respect to R-product. 
Theorem 3 obviously follows from Theorem 2 and the following 
T h e o r e m 4. An automaton A = A(X, A, Y, ô, X) is an R-product of automata 
Ai = Ai(X'i, A,, Y[, ô'i, A'i) (/=1, ...,k) if and only if A is a quasi-superposition 
of the same automata A ( (/' = 1, . . . , k). 
P r o o f . The necessity is obvious because quasi-superpositions are special 
cases of i?-products. 
Conversely, let A be an ^-product of automata At (¡ = 1, ...,k), that is, 
A = JJ^lX,Y,q> , iPV) 
It is well-known (see [8]) that an arbitrary partially ordering R of a finite set can be 
extended to an ordering R'. Let R' be such an extension of the partialy ordering 
R of the set ( A , , . . . , Ak). 
Now let us consider the following automaton 
y,,*.) _ A/*"(Xj, A-,, Yj, ôj, Aj), 
where 
\ X if / = 1 , 
( 3 ) X [ = { A . X . - . X A ^ ^ X X if / > 1 , 
¡A,X ...XAiXX if i<k, 
<4> H r i f , - * , 
(5) _y;((al5 . . . , a f _ , , * ) ) = (¡¡»¡(a,, (x<E*; j = 1, ...,i~ 1) 
and 
(6) /-;(«,•, ( a l , . . . , a , _ , , x ) ) = | 
(«1, if l â i < k, 
ij/(ar, ... ,ak,x) if / = k. 
") Here we suppose that R is a partial ordering such that A; is not greater than A} with respect 
to R if /fey. (This is possible, see [81). 
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T h e m a p s yt in (5 ) are wel l -def ined because R' is an ex tens ion of R. 
Let A' = A'(X, A', Y, 8', X') be the superpos i t ion o f . ^ " ^ (i = l , . . . , k), 
that is, A ' is a quas i - superpos i t ion o f the a u t o m a t a A f wi th respect to the sys tem 
(X„ Y h S h Xt | i = l , ...,k). It is c lear that A = A'. 
W e s h o w that the m a p s (gt, g2, £>3), where 
Qi(x)=x, g2(a) = a, g3(y)=y (x£X, a£A, y£Y), 
induce an i s o m o r p h i s m be tween A and A' . Indeed , let x £ X and a € A b e arbitrary. 
T h e n 
0 2 ( < 5 ( O I , ...,ak), x)) = e2^i(ai,<P,(x)), ..., S'k(ak, <pk(a,, ..., ak_,, x))) = 
= ( ¿ i f c i , <Pi(x)), ..., S'k(ak, <pk(alt ... x))) 
and 
д'(д2(а1г ...,ак), g^x)) = (5\(al, y , (x)), ..., S'k(ak, yk(a{, ..., ak_,,x))) = 
= (<5'i(ai,<Pi(*)), •••,<5 k ( a k , ( p k ( a y , . . . , , , x ) ) ) 
(because y^a,, . . . , , x ) = ФДЙ,, ...,ai_l,x) by virtue o f (5)), that is, 
{?2(<5((a,, . . . , ak), x ) ) = S'(g2(ai, ..., ak), g,(x)). 
Furthermore , 
g3((X(a,, ..., ak), x)) = д3(ф(а,, ..., ak, x ) ) = ф(а1, . . . , ak, x) 
(where ф is tfie o u t p u t f u n c t i o n o f A) and 
¿ ' ( ^ ( c i i , ..., ak), e , ( x ) ) = X'((a,, . . . , ak), x) = 
= ..., fl/t-,, x ) ) = ф(а1, ...,ak,x), 
the last equal i ty be ing va l id by virtue o f (6), that is, 
g3(X(a,, . . . , ak), x ) = ¿ ' ( ^ O i , ..., ak), e , ( x ) ) . 
Th i s c o m p l e t e s the p r o o f o f the T h e o r e m 4. 
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